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Image formation

3D world 2D image



Cameras and lenses

• Camera models 
• Projection equations 

Images are projections of the 3-D world onto 
a 2-D plane…



The structure of ambient light



The structure of ambient light



The Plenoptic Function

The intensity P can be parameterized as:

P (θ, φ, t,λ, X, Y, Z)

Adelson & Bergen, 91



Measuring the Plenoptic function 

Why is there no picture appearing on the paper?



Light rays from many different parts 
of the scene strike the same point 
on the paper.

Forsyth & Ponce



Measuring the Plenoptic function 
The camera obscura 
The pinhole camera



The pinhole camera only allows rays from one point in the 
scene to strike each point of the paper.

Light rays from many different parts 
of the scene strike the same point 
on the paper.

Forsyth & Ponce



Photograph by Abelardo Morell, 1991

Pinhole camera



Photograph by Abelardo Morell, 1991

Pinhole camera



Photograph by Abelardo Morell, 1991

Pinhole camera



Photograph by Abelardo Morell, 1991

Pinhole camera



grocery bag pinhole camera
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZyCFxsyx8o         http://youtu.be/-rhZaAM3F44 

view from outside the bag view from inside the bag



Optional Problem Set Problem

http://www.foundphotography.com/PhotoThoughts/archives/2005/04/pinhole_camera_2.html



Problem Set 1



Effect of pinhole size

Wandell, Foundations of Vision, Sinauer, 1995



Wandell, Foundations of Vision, Sinauer, 1995



Measuring distance

• Object size decreases with distance to the pinhole 
• There, given a single projection, if we know the size of the object we can  
know how far it is. 
• But for objects of unknown size, the 3D information seems to be lost.



Playing with pinholes



Two pinholes



Two pinholes

What is the minimal distance between  
the two projected images?



Anaglyph pinhole camera



Anaglyph pinhole camera



Anaglyph pinhole camera



Synthesis of new views

Anaglyph 



Problem set
• Build the device
• Take some pictures and put them in the 

report
• Take anaglyph images  
• Work out the geometry
• Recover depth for some points in the 

image



Accidental pinhole and pinspeck 
cameras: Revealing the scene 

outside the picture
Antonio Torralba 

William T. Freeman
See project page for videos: 
http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/research/accidentalcameras/

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/research/accidentalcameras/


Bed

Cabinet
  Car

Pedestrian



Shadows?







Accidental pinhole camera







Window turned into a pinhole View outside



See Zomet, A.; Nayar, S.K. CVPR 2006 for a detailed analysis.

Outside scene

*
Aperture

Accidental pinhole camera



Anti-pinhole or Pinspeck cameras
Adam L. Cohen, 1982



Pinhole and Anti-pinhole cameras

Adam L. Cohen, 1982
location

Intensity

location

Intensity

……pinhole Anti-pinhole
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Shadows 
Accidental anti-pinhole cameras



- 

Background image Input video

=
Negative 
of the 
shadow



- 

Background image Input video

=
Negative 
of the 
shadow



Negative 
of the 
shadow

Input  
video



Inverted 
difference 

image

View 
behind 
the ball



Negative 
of the 
shadow

Input  
video

The importance 
of the size of 
the occluder



Antonio Ball

Size of the occluder



Input video



Negative of the shadow



Using some single view metrology. A. Criminisi, I. Reid, and A. Zisserman 1999

Labelme 3D toolbox.  
B. Russell, A. Torralba. CVPR 2009



summary of accidental cameras
Shadows and apertures produce accidental images that 
are unnoticed most of the time. Accidental cameras can 
reveal the scene outside the picture. 
 
Applications: 

- Image forensics (J. O’Brian & H. Farid, 2012) 

- Computer graphics providing better light models

Funding for this work was provided by NSF Career award 0747120 to A.T,  
and NSF CGV 1111415 and NSF CGV 0964004 to W.T.F.



Why do we need lenses?



Two ways to make a pinhole camera image brighter:  enlarge 
the hole, or add a lens

Sum over a cone of rays 
impinging from the 
world onto a point.  This 
blurs the image.

Sum over a cone of 
rays reflecting off of 
a surface.  For 
diffuse surfaces, 
those rays have the 
same intensities, and 
summing over them 
does not blur the 
image.

Pinhole camera

Lens camera



Derivation of Snell’s law
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Derivation of Snell’s law
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Refraction:  Snell’s law

For small angles, 



Spherical lens



Forsyth and Ponce



First order optics

f

D/2



Paraxial refraction equation

Relates distance from sphere and 
sphere radius to bending angles 
of light ray, for lens with one 
spherical surface.



Deriving the lensmaker’s formula



The thin lens, first order optics

Forsyth&Ponce

The lensmaker’s equation:



How does the mapping from the 3-d world to the image plane 
compare for a lens and for a pinhole camera?

The perspective projection of a pinhole camera.  But note 
that many more of the rays leaving from P arrive at P’



Lens demonstration

• Verify:   
– Focusing property 
– Lens maker’s equation



nautilus

Pinholes Anti-pinholes

Like other Euglenoids, Euglena possess a red 
eyespot, an organelle composed of carotenoid 
pigment granules. The red spot itself is not 
thought to be photosensitive. Rather, it filters the 
sunlight that falls on a light-detecting structure at 
the base of the flagellum (a swelling, known as 
the paraflagellar body), allowing only certain 
wavelengths of light to reach it. As the cell 
rotates with respect to the light source, the 
eyespot partially blocks the source, permitting the 
Euglena to find the light and move toward it (a 
process known as phototaxis).[11]

Euglena?

Some animal imaging systems
Lenses



Animal Eyes

Animal Eyes. Land & Nilsson. Oxford Univ. Press



Camera Models
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Perspective projection

y

y’

f

z

camera world

Cartesian coordinates: 
We have, by similar triangles, that                       

(x, y, z) -> (f x/z, f y/z, -f) 
Ignore the third coordinate, and get

� 

(x,y,z)→ ( f x
z
, f y

z
)



• Points go to points 
• Lines go to lines 
• Planes go to whole image or half-planes. 
• Polygons go to polygons 
• Degenerate cases 

– line through focal point to point 
– plane through focal point to line

Geometric properties of projection



Vanishing point

y

z

sensor 
plane

Vanishing 
point for 
this 3-d 

line



� 

x'(t) = fx
z

= f (x0 + at)
z0 + ct

y'(t) = fy
z

= f (y0 + bt)
z0 + ct

Line in 3-space Perspective projection of 
that line

This tells us that any set of parallel 
lines (same a, b, c parameters) project 
to the same point (called the vanishing 
point).

� 

x'(t)⎯ → ⎯ fa
c

y'(t)⎯ → ⎯ fb
c

In the limit as  
we have (for               ):

t→ ±∞



Vanishing points

• Each set of parallel lines 
(=direction) meets at a 
different point 
– The vanishing point for this 

direction 
• Sets of parallel lines on 

the same plane lead to 
collinear vanishing points.    
– The line is called the horizon 

for that plane



http://www.ider.herts.ac.uk/school/courseware/
graphics/two_point_perspective.html



What if you photograph a brick wall 
head-on?

x

y



� 

x'(t) = f ⋅ (x0 + at)
z0

y'(t) = f ⋅ y0
z0

Brick wall line in 3-space Perspective projection of that line

All bricks have same z0.  Those in same row have same y0 

Thus, a brick wall, photographed head-on, gets rendered as set of parallel 
lines in the image plane.



Other projection models:   
Orthographic projection

(x, y, z)→ (x, y)



Other projection models:   
Weak perspective

• Issue 
– perspective effects, but not 

over the scale of individual 
objects 

– collect points into a group at 
about the same depth, then 
divide each point by the 
depth of its group 

– Adv: easy 
– Disadv: only approximate

(x, y, z)→ fx
z0
, fy
z0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟



Three camera projections

(1) Perspective:  

(2) Weak perspective: 

(3) Orthographic:

3-d point     2-d image position

(x, y, z)→ fx
z0
, fy
z0

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

(x, y, z)→ (x, y)

(x, y, z)→ fx
z
, fy
z

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟



Three camera projections

Perspective projection Parallel (orthographic) projection

Weak perspective?



More accurate models of real 
lenses

• Finite lens thickness 
• Higher order approximation to 
• Chromatic aberration 
• Vignetting



Thick lens

Forsyth&Ponce



Third order optics

f

D/2



Paraxial refraction equation,  
3rd order optics

Forsyth&Ponce



Spherical aberration (from 3rd 
order optics

Longitudinal spherical aberration
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Forsyth&Ponce



Other 3rd order effects

• Coma, astigmatism, field curvature, 
distortion.

no distortion pincushion 
distortion

barrel distortion

Forsyth&Ponce



Chromatic aberration

(desirable for prisms, bad for lenses)



Other (possibly annoying) 
phenomena

• Chromatic aberration 
– Light at different wavelengths follows different paths; 

hence, some wavelengths are defocussed 
– Machines: coat the lens 
– Humans: live with it  

• Scattering at the lens surface 
– Some light entering the lens system is reflected off 

each surface it encounters (Fresnel’s law gives details) 
– Machines: coat the lens, interior 
– Humans: live with it (various scattering phenomena are 

visible in the human eye)



Summary

• Want to make images 
• Pinhole camera models the geometry of 

perspective projection 
• Lenses make it work in practice 
• Models for lenses 

– Thin lens, spherical surfaces, first order optics
  

– Thick lens, higher-order optics, vignetting.


